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1. MOTIVATION

The analysis of ion trajectories in the superconducting cyclotron

at Chalk River Laboratories has led us to the use of the Lie

algebraic formulation of ion optics. Lie algebraic techniques

were introduced into optics by Dragt and Finn [1] and have

provided a powerful tool in the analysis of symmetries. Yet Dragt

and Finn's notation is not the standard in the mathematical

community and certain of the classical notions of Lie algebra

have not received the prominence in their formulation that

perhaps they deserve. This report provides a comparatively simple

introduction to those concepts in Lie algebras and Lie groups

that are required in an advanced treatment of Hamiltonian

dynamics. A minimum of mathematical background is assumed. No new

or original work is presented here and, to get the full picture,

you must read subsequent reports dealing specifically with our

cyclotron and the analysis of resonances. This report acts as a

linchpin for those reports. Although it may seem overly abstract

and remote from direct application, the Lie techniques derived

from the ideas in this report are quite specific to our

superconducting cyclotron, allowing a systematic investigation of

cyclotron resonances and other optical aberrations in a succinct

and poweriul way.

Occasionally, certain mathematical terms will be used in an

attempt to place the concepts within a broader mathematical

setting. If you find these terms unsettling, ignore them. The

important mathematical ideas that are needed to understand this

approach to Hamiltonian dynamics will be described without overt

reliance on jargon.



2. THE DYNAMICAL PROBLEM AS GEOMETRY

Consider a classical particle whose evolution in time t is

governed by a classical Hamiltonian function

H = H(x,p ,y,p ,z,p ;t)
x y £.

where the particle's (generalized) position in space is (x,y,z)

and (generalized) momentum is (p ,p ,p ). The six variables
x y z

(x,p ,y,p ,z,p ) are known as canonical variables and their
x y z

development in time follows a path in phase space. Any function

f = f(x,p ,y,p ,z,p ;t)
JI y £.

of these variables obeys the equation of motion

where [ , ] is the Poisson bracket

Lr' J 8x dp dp 8x Sy dp ~ dp 5y Sz Sp ~ Sp dz'

The canonical variables themselves satisfy this equation, which

reduces to

gf' = [X1#H] (2)

as canonical variable x e{xfp ,y,p ,z,p } is explicitly time-

independent. Although it appears that the Poisson bracket depends

on the choice of canonical variables, further investigation shows

[2] that the value of the Poisson bracket is the same for any set

of canonical variables linked by a canonical transformation.

The path followed by a particle is described parametrically as a

curve in six-dimensional phase space. For starting time t=0 and

ending time t=t, the curve y is expressed as

?x,y.py.z,pz > (x,p_,y,p,,z,pj
y

t=o t=t

where parameter te[O,t]. This way of describing a particle's path

leads to a viewpoint that emphasizes geometry and is described

using the mathematical ideas of differential geometry and



differentiable manifolds- For example, the tangent vector at any

point along the curve of the particle's path is given by

dy _ dx(t) dp (t) dy(t) dp it). dz(t) dp (t)
dt ldt 'dtx 'dt 'dty 'dt 'dt >'

We see immediately that the Poisson bracket [x ,H] of a canonical

variable x generates the tangent vector to the curve at any time

t. The path of a particle can be viewed as flowing along a curve

in a vector field in six-dimensional phase space with the curve

corresponding to a stream line and the tangent to the curve

corresponding to a vector in the vector field. This is succinctly

stated by saying that the equations of motion generate a

Hamiltonian flow from their Hamiltonian vector field. The vector

field is explicitly given as
. 3 H _ _ S H . 3 H _ SH.cJH 3H
( dp ' Sx'1" dp '" 3y' dp ' dz' '

^ x y z

A notational change is often made. Let this vector field be

written as
3H 9_ _ dH 8 3H_ d dH d 5K 3 5H 8

ax ax ap dp ay ay ap ap az dz dp '
x x y y z z

This notation has the advantage that when vector field v acts on
K

OTT

one of the canonical variables (e.g., p ), v (p ) = - ^— gives

the correct component of the Hamiltonian vector field needed for

Hamiltonian's equations.

It is not a large conceptual step to call any expression of the

canonical variables x having the form

n av =i?i^i(x) ax" where x=(xi# . . . ,xn)

a vector field, although such an expression will not usually be

Hamiltonian in nature.

We leave the discussion of the geometric viewpoint to consider an

algebraic viewpoint. The interplay between geometry and algebra

will enhance our understanding throughout the report.



3. THE DYNAMICAL PROBLEM AS ALGEBRA

Consider now functions of the canonical variables such as f, g,

h. These functions are assumed to have derivatives of whatever

order is needed and may therefore be approximated by

multivariable polynomials of the canonical variables to any

order. Although the theory applies to any differentiable

function, restriction to polynomials simplifies the discussion.

The set of polynomials in six variabler. forms a vector space over

the real numbers. By this is meant that for any polynomials f, g,

h and real numbers a, 13

1. f + g is a polynomial;

2. f + g = g + f ;

3. ( f + g ) + h = f + ( g + h ) ;

4. There is a zero function so that 0 + f = f;

5. f + ( -f ) = 0;

6. af is a polynomial;

7. a(l3f) = (<x/3)f;

8. a ( f + g ) = a f + <xq;

9. If = f.

Although austere, this definition just codifies for polynomials

what we already know for vectors in Euclidean space.

Consider now the standard multiplication of two functions f and g

to form a third function h = f g. With this definition of

multiplication, the vector space of polynomials forms an

associative algebra. This means that

10. (af + ,8g) h = af h + (3g h;

11. f (ag + /3h) = af g + /3f h;



12. (f g) h = f (g h) .

This algebra is also commutative, i.e., f g = g f.

It is meaningful to consider linear transformations on the vector

space of polynomials. In particular, consider a linear

transformation D with the following property on the

multiplication of the algebra of polynomials:

D(f g) = (Df) g + f (Dg).

Such a linear transformation is called a derivation and is a

generalization of the Leibniz rule for derivatives of products.

We prove by induction that, for any derivation D,

Dn(f g) = Z (jhD'fHD""^). (3)
1=0 - J

When n=l, it is merely the definition of a derivation.

Suppose Dk(f g) = Z fkl (DJf)(Dk"'g) is true for k>l.

Then Dk+1(f g) = D Z (YJD'f Dk~'g
1=0^- J

= 2 fkiDU1f Dk-'g + 2 frVf Dk+1-'g

Dk+1'Jg + E f k ] D
J f Dk+1"J

g

= Dk + 1f + Dk+1g

= Dk+1f + Dk+Ig + Z f k + 1 ] D J f Dk+1-Jg
j = i *• •*

= E [M1] DJf Dk+1"Jg and the induction i s

complete.

So D"(f g) = E (yiD'f Dn"'g.
1=0'

n
.n - 1Thus D^(f g) = Z D^f D n |

n! i=o I! (n-i)!



And £
n = 0 ni

( f g ) = z
n = 0

00

= E I
i - 0

00

s
J = O

i!

1

j

f
I

00

z
= C

D V
) ] !

Define exp( D ) = S D^.

n=o n!
Consequently exp( D ) (f g) = exp( D ) f exp( D ) g

or eD(f g) = eD(f) eD(g) . (4)

We went into such detail to prove this because the result is so

valuable. It says that, given any derivation D, a mapping eD of

polynomials to other polynomials is induced by D that preserves

the multiplicative structure of the algebra of polynomials.

Furthermore, the mapping e is invertible as e" is its explicit

inverse. An invertible mapping of an algebra onto itself that

preserves the structure of the algebra is called an automorphism.

The set of automorphisms forms a mathematical group, which is a

set with one closed associative operation that contains an

identity element and all inverses. If the derivation D contains

continuously-varying parameters, then the group of automorphisms

is usually a Lie group.

The effect of the automorphism eD on any polynomial f can be

found quite simply. If f = ff f then eDf = [j eDf . Furthermore,

if each f( is expressed as sums and products of monomials

f
5 =

 z n « x ...xx ...* ...x ...x ,
k J

then e f = £ a e (a monomial) where the sum is over all

monomials and, finally, eD(xiyizk. ..) = (eDx)'(eDy)J(eDz)k... .

We only need to find the effect of e on each canonical variable

and substitute the results into any polynomial f (indeed, any

function f) to find the effect of eD on f. This is a truly



staggering reduction in work)

To exploit this result, we will be dealing continually with

automorphisms e acting on the canonical variables. We will call

this action the map. The map is

W = ( eD(x), e D(p), eD(y), e D(p), eD(z), eD(p ) ). (5)
x y z

It takes an initial vector
=(x(O),Px(O),y(O),py(O),z(O),pz(O))

to

The connection between the geometric and algebraic viewpoints is

forged by the realization that vector fields are derivations on

the algebra of polynomials. Let

be a vector field, where x is a canonical variable and

x=(x ,...,x ) . Because
1 n

v(af) = av(f) and v(f + g) = v(f) + v(g),

the vector field v is a linear transformation on the vector space

of polynomials. Because

v(f g) = v(f) g + f v(g),

the vector field v is a derivation on the associative algebra of

polynomials. Consequently, e is well-defined and is an

automorphism on the algebra of polynomials, i.e.,

ev(fg)=(evf)(evg).

What does any of this have to do with Hamiltonian dynamics?

Consider a specific vector field

VH dp dx ax dp dp ay ay ap " ap az az sp *

Then Hamilton's equations for any quantity f are -̂ p = ~ - v (f) .



V.

With v a derivation, e is a well-defired automorphism. To

minimize our work, we consider the time-evolution of the

canonical variables themselves, which are explicitly time-

independent. Thus

These ordinary differential equations thus define a map H. When

the Hamiltonian H is explicitly independent of time t, the map is

given by

-(t-VVH
H = e C where C =C( t ) i-s t n e initial values

of the canonical variables (as the reader may so verify). When

the Hamiltonian depends on time, we must construct the map on an

infinitesimal basis. This procedure can be quite tricky.

Consider now a second definition of multiplication on the vector

space of polynomials, which we denote as [fg] and evaluate as

[fg] = [f,g], the Poisson bracket. It certainly gives another

polynomial as its result (i.e., it is closed) and so it is a

meaningful choice for multiplication. It is bilinear:

[f,g+h] = [fg] + [fh] and [f+g,h] = [fh] + [gh].

It has fff] = 0 for all f. Therefore

o = [f+g,f+g] = [ff] + [fg] + [gf] + [gg] = [fg] + [gf].

This says that it anticommutes. Finally, it satisfies the Jacobi

identity (as the reader may so verify):

[f,[g,h]] + [h,[f,g]] + [g,[h,f]] = o.

Therefore, the set of polynomials with [] as its multiplication

satisfies all the tenets [3] of a Lie algebra—which is not

necessarily associative.

A Lie algebra is, first and foremost, a vector space; so we may

expand elements of the Lie algebra as a linear combination of

vectors and we may discuss linear transformations on the



Lie algebra. Recalling our previous success, what are the

derivations on this Lie algebra? First, consider a derivation D

on the associative algebra of polynomials. It would be nice if D

was also a derivation on the Lie algebra of polynomials with

Poisson bracket multiplication but, alas, this is not usually

true. However, it is instructive to find out why not,

particularly in a two-dimensional case with the derivation

D = €(x,p) Q£ + •*?(*:,p) gp •

Then, after some manipulation,

D[f,g] - [Df,g] - [f,Dg] = [ || + g

When the derivation D is divergenceless, i.e., when -^ + -jp- = 0,

then D is also a derivation on the Lie algebra when it is a

derivation on the associative algebra. Then eD is an automorphism

on the Poisson bracket multiplication, i.e.,

eD[f,g] = [eDf,eDg]. (6)

However, consider the derivation generated by Hamilton's

equations:

H ~ dp dx ax dp a n a ex ap ax [ dp] + dp [ax
For the Hamiltonian, it is true!

To review, if we take an arbitrary vector field

1 = 1 i

then it is a derivation on the associative algebra of polynomials

but is not necessarily a derivation on the Lie algebra with

Poisson bracket multiplication. On the other hand, the vector

field of Hamilton's equations is a derivation on the Lie algebra
D

and so the corresponding e H is an automorphism on the Lie

algebra. What other derivations on the Lie algebra are there? Let

ad = [f, ] be the derivation under consideration. Then

adr[g,h] = [f,[g,h]]
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[adfg,h] + [g,adfh] (7)

and so is a derivation both on the associative algebra and on the

Lie algebra. The corresponding exp(ad ) is an automorphism on the

Lie algebra, i.e., exp(adf) [g,h] = [ exp(adf)g, exp(adf)h ].

This set of derivations ad is known as the inner derivations.

Let D ,D be any two derivations on the Lie algebra. Then

(Dt+D2) [t,q] *-- DJfig] + D.Jf,g].J
= [D^g] + [D2f,g] + [ f ^ g ] + [f,D2g]

= [(D1+D2)f/g] + [f,(D1+D2)g]

so D +D is a derivation. Likewise aD is a derivation.
1 2 1

Consider {D,D} = D D - D D , the commutator or Lie bracket.

DD^t.q] = D^Df.q] + D^f.D^]

= [D^^g] + [Djf^D^] + [Djff^g] + [f.D^g]

Thus {Di#Da}[f,g] = [{D^D^^g] + [f,{D1,D2}g] and therefore

the commutator {D ,D } is a derivation on the Lie algebra.

Given any two derivations D ,D we can generate a third

derivation {D ,D }, the commutator derivation. When both D =ad

and D =ad are inner derivations, is the commutator derivation

also an inner derivation? By this we mean, is there a function h

such that ad = ad ad - ad ad ? For the Hamiltonian case,
h f g g f

there always i s . Consider any function F and

{adf,adg}F = adf[g,F] - adg[f,F]

- adif.,lP'
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Thus {ad ,ad } = ad so set h = \£,q]. Notice that there is a
f g ifig1

connection between the Poisson bracket of two functions and the

commutator (Lie) bracket, of their derivations (or vector fields),

Notice also that we "descended" to the associative algebra to

achieve this connection but ad is also a derivation on Lie
[f,g]

multiplication [h ,hj .

We now consider conjugating an inner derivation by an

automorphism formed from an inner derivation (also called an

inner automorphism). Specifically,

exp(adg) adf exp(-adg) = a d ^ ^ )f. (9)

Notice that the conjugation of a derivation is also a derivation

on Poisson bracket multiplication. To prove this formula, choose

any function h . Because exp(ad ) is an automorphism, it is

invertible and, therefore, there exists another function h with

the property h=exp(ad )h. Then
i g

adexP<ad ,f
 ( t V = C exp(adg)f, exp(adg)h ]

g

= exp(ad ) [f,h]
g

= exp(ad ) ad (h)
g f

= exp(ad ) ad exp(-ad ) (h ) (10)
g f g 1

for all h thus demonstrating the result. Repeatedly operating n

times gives

exp(ad ) ad n exp(-ad ) = ad
^ v g' f ^ v g' exp(ad )f

g

Dividing by n! and summing over all n gives
exp(ad^) exp(adf) exp(-adg) = exp (adexp(ad )f) .

g

This introduces the question of when do two automorphisms

commute? In other words, when is

exp(ad ) = exp(ad ) ?
g
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This occurs when ad = ad
f expUd )f

g

or f = exp(ad ) f
g

= f + [g,f] + | [g,[g,f]] + ...

Hence 0 = [g,f] is necessary and sufficient for two

automorphisms to commute. Only when O=[f,g] is it true that

exp(ad ) exp(ad ) = exp( ad + ad ).
f " g f g

What is the formula when O*[f,g]? The answer is given by the

famous Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff theorem. At the moment, all we

need to know about this theorem is that the combined exponent

gets very complicated very fast.

4. GEOMETRY REVISITED

Recall that a vector field v is tangent to the flow (or integral

curve) exp(tv) at each point in the phase space. We have also

seen that the flows form a Lie group of automorphisms on

functions of the phase space and on the Lie algebra of functions

with Poisson bracket multiplication. We now give the Lie groups

more prominence and ask: What is the relationship between the Lie

group and its Lie algebra of vector fields? How do we recover the

Lie algebra when given a Lie group?

Consider -^ exp(tv) [ 1 + tv + t2v2 + ...]
2

= ( v + tv2 + . . .)

t=0

t=o

The associated Lie algebra may be found by differentiating the

Lie group by its parameters near the origin of t,ie parameters

(t=0). If we somehow know the general form for the transformation

given by an arbitrary element of the Lie group, the basis vectors
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which generate the Lie algebra are found by differentiation.

For example, consider the Lie group SO(2) of rotations about a

fixed origin in the plane. The integral curve is

*(Q,(X/Y)) = (x cose - y sine, x sine + y cose) = (x,y),

a one-parameter mapping of points (x,y) on the circle to other

points (x,y) on the same circle. The set of such mappings forms a

group because:

1. Set 6=0. Then *(O,(x,y)) = (x,y), the identity map.

2. Consider *(0,(x,y))

= ( (xcose-ysine)cos0-(xsine+ycose)si

(xcose-ysine) sin<p+ (xsine+ycose)

= ( xcos (9+<p) -ysin(e+<p) , xsin(e+</>) +ycos

This shows that the set of such mappings is both closed and

associative (because addition of angle is associative).

3. Finally, set <p = -9. Then every *(e,(x,y)) has an inverse

Thus the set S0(2) is a group depending continuously on a

differentiable parameter 9 — a Lie group of one parameter.

Notice that the number of parameters (0) and the dimension of the

underlying space ((x,y)) are not necessarily the same.

With a one-parameter Lie group, the Lie algebra is one-

dimensional as a vector space and is therefore spanned by one

generating vector field. We find this vector field as follows:

Differentiating v d_ *(e,
de e=o

(x, y)

= (-xsine-ycose,xcose-ysine)
9=o
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= -y -5— + x -7T- in our notation.

It is vitally important to realize that each point on the circle

has a vector in the vector field associated with it. If an

element of the Lie group acts on the point (x,y) to transform it

into the point (x,y), what is the functional form of the vector

field v in the new coordinates (x,y)? We find the answer
<x,y)

from the chain rule. As * is invertible, the old coordinates can

be written in terms of the new coordinates as x=x(x,y) and

y=y(x,y). Thus, for any function f,

(f) = ?(x,y) |^ + T)(x,y) |-
(x,y) *

= ?(x,y) ~ — + C(x,y) ^ ^ +
ax ax ay ax

ax ay ay ay

~n li + ^(^'y) 10 1 ̂ z f (x#y)y J ax

) % + v(xfy) §| j 2_ f(x,y)

= vl _ _ (f). (11)

In our example, £(x,y) = -y, T}(x,y) = x, x=xcos#-ysin#,

y=xsin(/>+ycos(/>. Therefore,

v — — _ —
(x sin0-y cos0)cos<^ + (x cos^+y si
+

(x sin^-y cos^)sin0 + (x cos^+y

<x,y)

+

ay
Therefore . „

v | _ _ = - y ^ _ + x ^ .
I (x,y> ax ay
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Yet v = - y ̂ - + x — .
(x,y) *

The form of the vector field is invariant when expressed in local

coordinates before and after any group action on those

coordinates.

Consider the more complicated situation where a two-parameter Lie

group has generating vector fields v and v whose Lie bracket

[v ,v ]*0. Choose any point in the space (x,y,z) and act on this

point with the group element corresponding to tv , that is

exp(tv )(x,y,z)=(x,y,z). The group element exp(tv ) propels the

point (x,y,z) to the point (x,y,z). If we now act on (x,y,z) with

another group element exp(sv ) , then

(x,y,z) = exp(sv2) (x,y,z)= exp(sv2)exp(tvi) (x,y,z) .

Group element exp(sv ) propels the point (x,y,z) to (x,y,z).

However, when we write the vector field v before exponentiating

it, we must express it in the (x,y,z) coordinates. The formula

itself is invariant and we may learn the specific formula by

determining v at (t,s)=(O,O). Evaluations of products such as

exp(sv )exp(tv ) must be done with care.

For example, consider the rotation group on a sphere with

generating vector fields

V =
z

V =
X

V =
y

Then

exp(6v )

= (x,y,

y

z

X

( x ,

z)

a
ex
a
dy
a
a~z

y,

+

z)

e

x

y

z

(y

a
ay
a
az
a
ax '

, - x , 0 ) f e 2 e3 (-y,x,o)
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= (x cose + y sine,y cose - x sin8,z)

= (x,y,z)

This is a clockwise rotation of angle 8 about the z axis as seen

from the positive z direction.

Also

exp(<pvj (x,y,z)

= (x,y,z) + 0 (O,z,-y) + 02 (O,-y,-z) + 0 3 (0,-i,y) + ...
2 6

= (x,y cos0 + z sin#,z cos</> - y sin0)

•= (x,y,z)

This is a clockwise rotation of angle <p about the x axis as seen

from the positive x direction.

Then

exp(0vx)exp(9vz) (x,y,z)

= ( xcose+ysine, -xsinecos0+ycos8cos0+zsin0,
xsin0sin#-ycos8sin0+zcos0 )

=(x,y,z)

Test: use (x,y,z)=(1,0,0) 6=0=90°. Then (x,y,z) should be (0,0,1)

and is.

use (x,y,z)=(0,1,0) 6=0=90°. Then (x,y,T) should be (1,0,0)

and is.

use (x,y,z)=(0,0,1) 0=0=90°. Then (x,y,z) should be (0,1,0)

and is.

The following is wrong! If we persist in thinking that the

product exp(0v )exp(0v )(x,y,z) is a process that occurs only at

one point in space (x,y,z) instead of two points (x,y,z) and

(x,y,z) and blindly apply the following formula, then

exp(0vx)exp(6vz) (x,y,z)

= exp(0v )(x cose + y sin9,y cose - x sine,z)
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xsinQ,z)

,-xsine+ycosecos0+zcos6sin#,

Test: use (x,y,z)=(l,0,0) 6=0=90°. Then (x,y,z) should be (0,0,1)

but it calculates to (0,-1,0).

This is wrong because the term inside ( ~) assumes a formula for

the vector field that applies only to the transformed (x,y,z)

coordinates.

It appears that we are snookered. To evaluate a product of group

elements (also called a concatenation), we must know the

(invariant) form of the vector field of the second group element

in the final coordinates resulting from the application of the

first group element to the initial point. Further terms in a

product of group elements require the forms of their vector

fields to be written in the coordinates resulting from the group

element just evaluated. Although it is theoretically possible to

perform tho substitutions for these coordinate changes, it is a

practical impossibility for real systems. The (invariant) forms

for the vector fields are all known at only one point—the origin

of the parameter space by differentiation of the group element.,

setting t=0 in the one-dimensional example and #=0, 6=0 in the

two-dimensional example.

Fortunately, a trick is available to solve this problem. Suppose

we know

M= exp( ad ), M= exp( ad ), M = exp( ad )
1 2 3

about the parameter origin, hence in the same coordinates xeRn.

Consider now

x =

where x=M (x) , x=M (x) ,
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Then

= H M (x) where now x=M (x)
2 1 3

and M = M M M'1, i=l,2.
1 3 1 3

= Wjtic) where now x=M2(x) and M^ MJfli~\

= x
In other words, if we evaluate the product in reverse order, all

of the coordinate changes will be made for us automatically and

the form of the vector field will automatically be in the correct

coordinates. The reason is that the conjugation of an inner

automorphism is the automorphism of the vector field in the

transformed coordinates. Recall

exp(adg) exp(adf) exp(-adg) = exp(adexp(ad )f) .
9

Completing our example,

exp(<£vx)exp(evz) (x,y,z)

= exp(Ov ) (x,y cos0 + z sin#,z cos</> - y sin#)

= (x cos© + y sin©,(y cosQ - x sin8)cos0 - z sin#,

2 cos0 - (y cose - x sine)sin#)

=(xcosQ+ysine,-xsin0cos#+ycosecos0+zsintf>,xsinesin#-ycosesin#
+ZCOS0)

as required.

In summary, the main notion is that certain vector fields are

privileged by being invariant under the action of the Lie group

on its underlying space. These invariant vector fields generate a

basis for each vector space tied to every point in space. Action

by the Lie group transforms each invariant vector field at one

point into the same vector field at another point. The form of an

invariant vector field remains unchanged throughout the space
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when expressed in the coordinates that result from any

application of the Lie group. To calculate explicitly the product

of group elements on the underlying space is a delicate matter

and must be done in reverse order.

5. FACTORIZATION

For the purposes of the analysis of charged particle optics, the

viewpoints previously described culminate in the factorization

theorem of Dragt and Finn. Before giving their factorization

theorem, we discuss the general concept of factorization and the

impact of the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff (CBH) theorem.

Recall that only when O=[f,g] is it true that

expfad ) exp(ad ) = exp( ad + ad ) .

When f and g commute (i.e., O=[f,gJ), the concept of

factorization—the splitting of one Lie group element into the

product of two Lie group elements—is straightforward.

Specifically, for function h = f + g,

exp(ad ) = exp(ad ) exp(ad ) .
h f g

For our purposes, we want to specify function h and find the

splitting of functions f and g. When O*[f,g] the CBH theorem

gives the factorization, unfortunately from the other direction.

It gives function h when functions f and g are specified. The CBH

theorem is:

exp(adf) exp(adg)

= exp( ad + ad + [ad ,ad ]/2 + [adf, [ad ,ad ]]/12 -
[adg,[adg,adfl]/l2 + ... ) (12)

The theorem is important theoretically because it gives a direct

relationship between the Lie algebra of a group and the local

structure of that group. Many proofs of the theorem are

available, all using quite sophisticated techniques. Another

viewpoint on the theorem is that it gives the formula for
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multiplication in a Lie group in terms of logarithmic coordinates

(the ad derivations) on the Lie group. We outline the steps of

one proof [4] that uses this viewpoint, leaving the details as a

challenge to the reader.

Begin by recalling the conjugation of an inner dei'ivation

exp(ad ) ad exp(-ad ) = ad
r v g' f *y q' exptad )f

g

Let the function f(z) = ( exp(z) - 1 ) / z. Then, if we

parameterize a curve in the Lie algebra by t for vector ad as

ad (t), show the following formula is true:
exp(-adf(t)) ^ exp(+adf(t)) = <p(-[adf(t), ]) d_ a d^ ( t ) i

Let the function tfi(z) = z log(z) / ( z - 1 ). Demonstrate that

function <p(z) and ^(z) are "inverses": 0(z) <p(-loq(z)) = 1 =

Finally, prove that

log( exp(ad ) exp(ad ) )

I

= adf + J 0{ exp([adf, ]) exp(t[ad , ]) } ad dt.

Exponentiating and expanding (ft in a series gives the CBH theorem

as stated.

A distinction should be made between concatenation of maps and

factorization of maps. Concatenation is the combining together of

two or more known maps into a map with a single exponent. For

example, if you have a map from point A to point B and another

from point B to point C, what is the resultant map from point A

to point C? The CBH theorem supplies the formula for this

concatenation. In application to cyclotron accelerators, for

example, the equivalent issue is the calculation of a two-turn

map from a pair of one-turn maps. Factorization, as previously

stated, is the splitting of one known Lie group element into the

product of two or more Lie group elements. Factorization is not
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unique, as we may freely choose the order of the factors and the

specifics of one factor.

The next step in the development of factorization considers the

subspaces of the vector space of multivariable polynomials

spanned by homogeneous polynomials f of a given degree k. A

homogeneous polynomial of degree k has the property that

fk(ax]fax2, . . . ,axj = a
k f (x^x,,, • • • ,\) •

Each set of homogeneous polynomials of degree k forms a subspace

of the full vector space V and, furthermore, the full vector

space V is a direct sum of these subspaces:

V = V s V © V s...
0 1 2

Then, by a theorem proved in reference 4, there is a map (a

diffeomorphism) such that, for each f in V , some g in
V = V © V © V © . . . © V

0 1 2 m

exists for all finite dimensions m with the property that

exp( ad ) = exp( adf ) exp( adf ) ... exp( adf ).
0 1 m

The theorem, however, does not tell us how to get the

coefficients in the polynomials f that correspond to the known

function g. The polynomials f are called the Lie polynomials of

degree k.

All of the above results in this report predate the work of Dragt

and Finn. It was left to them to make two contributions: one in

mathematics and one in physics. First, for a given Hamiltonian

with no constant or linear part, Dragt and Finn worked through

the explicit expressions for the factorization into Lie

polynomials. Needless to say, the expressions are quite

complicated. Second, and more important in my opinion, Dragt and

Finn realized that the mathematical factorization into Lie

polynomials corresponded to the uiysical factorization of an

optical system into its aberration coefficients, each term in the
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factorization peeling off one order of aberration. As each term

is represented by one Lie polynomial, the study of optical

aberrations reduces to the study of the symmetries of the

possible Lie polynomial maps.

The Dragt and Finn factorization is

exp( adH) = exp( adf ) exp( adf ) ... exp( adf ) ... ('.)
2 3 in

with each fn(x0) a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in the

initial canonical variables x0 and time t. As this factorization

has all vector fields written in the same coordinates, the result

can be interpreted as an expansion about the origin (i.e.,

central trajectory) instead of as way stations at intermediate

points beside the path leading to the final canonical variable

Xj. The number of parameters in the Lie group is infinite as

there are an infinite number of monomials m,, each of which

provides an invariant vector field adro . The flow of a specific

Hamiltonian is a one-dimensional subgroup of this infinite-

dimensional Lie group. Furthermore, exp(adf ) for all homogeneous
2

quadratic polynomials f2 is a matrix subgroup, called the

symplectic group, with k(2k+l) parameters when there are k

degrees of freedom (a phase space of 2k dimersions). The product

in the factorization is often truncated at finite order m,

leading to a map that is still "symplectic".

A final use of the factorization theorem permits a simplification

of Hamiltonian flows about a periodic fixed point by the removal

of "extraneous" terms in the flow using the method of normal

forms of maps. In the method of normal forms [5], as first

suggested by Poincare, the solutions around the periodic fixed

point are simplified by finding a nonlinear canonical

transformation that annihilates the extraneous terms in the

behaviour of the flow. Conclusions regarding the stability of the

flow can then be drawn. Often terms in the flow remain that
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cannot be eliminated by the normal form transformations. These

remaining terms are called resonances and correspond precisely to

the conditions in the system (in our case, the cyclotron) that

cause periodic forcing terms of this type to solicit an

uncontrolled response. From an algebraic viewpoint, the normal

form transformation is a nonlinear change of basis through

conjugation. Conjugation is an equivalence relation on the

elements of the Lie group, partitioning the group into disjoint

equivalence classes. The enduring properties of an equivalence

class are the existence and structure of the resonances in normal

form.

Where does the map come from that is factored? Other methods not

discussed in this report may be needed to determine a map

corresponding to a real problem in physics. Recent work of Dragt

[6], Forest et al. [7], Berz [8], and at Chalk River Laboratories

[9,10] has permitted the actual numerical computation of Lie maps

to high accuracy, including the factorization and the

simplification of these symplectic maps into normal form. We are

in the process of applying these techniques to the

superconducting cyclotron at Chalk River Laboratories. As

mentioned in the introduction, the details of this application

will be the subject of future reporting.

6. SUMMARY

The evolution of a particle in classical mechanics can be viewed

as a parametrized path in phase space. This path, like all paths

in multidimensional spaces, has associated with it a tangent

vector at each point. In this context, Hamilton's equations of

motion give the components of the tangent vector at each point

along the path. This sequence of tangent vectors is known as a

vector field. Other vector fields can be defined by analogy with

the Hamiltonian vector field. Integration of the equations of
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motion gives the flow of the particle along the path as

parametrized by time.

As the set of vector fields at each point in phase space forms an

algebra, remember the definitions of a vector space and an

algebra and consider the example of the set of multivariable

polynomials. Distinguished among all linear transformations on

polynomials is the class of derivations which have the important

property of the Leibniz rule. Repeated application of the same

derivation results in an interesting and useful binomial formula.

It allows a meaningful definition of the exponential of a

derivation which has the powerful property of preserving the

multiplication of any two polynomials, called an automorphism.

The set of exponentials of derivations forms a Lie group. As a

result of the automorphism property, the effect of the

exponential of a derivation need only be determined for each

canonical variable. All other polynomials can be constructed from

this map.

Vector fields are derivations on the algebra of polynomials. This

observation connects the geometric and algebraic viewpoints.

Poisson bracket multiplication is introduced as a second

definition of multiplication on polynomials. This multiplication

causes the set of polynomials to form a Lie algebra. The

derivations on this Lie algebra are just those vector fields that

satisfy the Jacobi identity, including the Hamiltonian vector

field. Thus, to each function f we may associate a derivation adf

and a map exp(adf) that preserves the Poisson bracket:

exp(adf) [g,h] = [ exp(adf)g, exp(adf)h ].

The commutator of any two adf and adg is also another adh

derivation of the Lie algebra. Conjugating one map by another

produces a formula for the combined map:

exp(adg) exp(adf) exp(-adg) =
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The combined map is simply the map generated by the derivation of

the transformed function. Conjugation is one kind of nonlinear

change of variable. Conjugation is also an equivalence relation

on the elements of a Lie group, partitioning the group into

disjoint equivalence classes. The enduring properties of an

equivalence class are especially pertinent to the concept of a

normal form transformation.

The Lie algebra of a Lie group is recovered by differentiating

the parameters of the various possible paths at the origin of

parameter spjce. We have a Lie algebra attached to every point in

parameter space. As the parameters also determine the points of

the underlying phase space, we also have a Lie algebra attached

to every point in phase space. Certain vector fields (i.e., the

Lie algebra vectors) are distinguished in that they are invariant

under the action of the Lie group. When these invariant vector

fields are expressed in the phase space coordinates corresponding

to a particular point in parameter space, the form of the vector

field is the same as at any other point. To calculate explicitly

the product of group elements on the underlying phase space is a

delicate matter. Because of the invariant form of the generating

vector fields and the conjugation formula for group elements,

products of group elements can be evaluated by applying the group

elements in reverse order. This is shown by the example of the

rotations in three dimensions.

Finally, the concept of factorization has been discussed. Two

known Lie group elements can be combined into one Lie group

element by using the CBH formula to determine the exponent. This

process is called concatenation. In factorization, one known Lie

group element is split into a product of two or more Lie group

elements. Factorization is not unique. A paper by Dragt and Finn

gives explicit formulas for the factorization of any Lie group

element generated by a Hamiltonian vector field with no constant
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part. The factorization produces exponentiated products of

homogeneous polynomial derivations of ascending orders with all

polynomials expressed in the initial coordinates. Dragt and Finn

also make the correspondence between this mathematical

factorization and successive orders of optical aberrations.

Analysis of stability of periodic orbits can be performed using

factorization to apply normal form theory to maps. This work

continues to be a research topic worldwide.
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